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Work Smarter
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It's time to 

Networking Time

Add your name, email and business name to the chat 



Digital Sales Coach and Tech
Solutions Provider

A mom of  4 wonderful girls

I'm Tolu Amadi 

Short story about me and why work

smart ?



ABOUT ACEIT DIGITAL

TRANSFORM
YOUR BUSINESS
THROUGH TECH

REDUCE OVEWHELM,
STRUCTURE YOUR BUSINESS
AND MOST IMPORTANTLY
INCREASE SALE ONLINE &
OFFLINE



The saddest reason

why many

entrepreneurs don’t

outsource, let alone

build a team, is a

simple one.  

They don’t know
what they’re

MISSING.



It’s a matter of expense

versus investment—

and it directly affects

your 

R.O.I. (your
Return on

Investment). 



1. YOU’RE WORKING MORE

THAN YOU WANT TO BE WORKING



What usually happens is:

You don’t have time to go through the tutorials
and learn the software, so it doesn’t get done

anyway (or gets done with mistakes!)

You find yourself impatient, thinking of all the
things you should be doing, and abandon the

lessons after only two or three. 

Your new software or course sits on your hard

drive.

You forget you even own them.



Another sign
you’re overloaded: 
Answering email on your

phone while at a doctor’s

appointment

or your daughter's
dance recital



2. BUSINESS GROWTH
HAS STALLED



Your business growth stalls, because when
you run an hours-for-dollars or even a
project-based business, the truth is, there’s
a ceiling on how much work you can
personally handle. 

Another unwelcome side effect:



3.YOU ARE STARTING TO RESENT YOUR
BUSINESS 

(AND MAY EVEN HAVE CONSIDERED
GETTING A JOB!)



If you find yourself browsing indeed.com 

or considering hiring a resume writer,
STOP! 

This is a clear sign of distress. 

You need to stop that snowball now,

before it flattens your business! 



4. CLIENT CARE IS SUFFERING



You know you’re not supporting your
clients.

You notice a change in the quality of your sessions
with them. 

You might even start losing a couple. 

Or you might find that they are not growing—a sure sign
they’re no longer getting what they need from you.



5. SELF-CARE IS NON-
EXISTENT



When is the last time you?

Got a manicure or a massage?
Went out to dinner and a movie with your

significant other?
Spent quality time on a hobby you love?

Went for a walk on the beach? 

Read a book for pure fun?
Took a vacation? 



WHY YOU PUT OFF WORKING
SMARTER HIRING A TEAM



Unfamiliarity with the process

A fear of managing others

Not knowing what to outsource

Not knowing where to find the right help

A bad previous experience with trying to

outsource

Financial constraints

There can be more than one reason you haven’t yet

levelled up 



What is your biggest takeaway for your client?
What unique life experience, qualification or achievements do you
have that allows you to understand and help her deal with her
specific type of problem?
What special benefits does your business bring? 
What type of transformation can you help your client achieve?
What special resources or extras do you offer?
What is unique about your products, services or method?
Who have you helped, and what were they able to overcome or
change?

Sit down and assess all your assets as a business

owner. 



One important step to take, before calculating
your hourly rate:

 Track your time. Use an easy app such as Clockify



Restructuring your business
provides you with the perfect

opportunity for raising your prices.

Previous bad experiences with outsourcing
 are usually the result of not being ready, and not

quite knowing how to outsource. 

Unfamiliarity with the outsourcing process 
can also intimidate people into putting it off. 



It’s worth mentioning that there are two types of

outsourcing:

One-shot task outsourcing

Building a regular, recurring
team



Not knowing WHAT to outsource
 is another sticking-point for many entrepreneurs.

Start with projects that:

Require specialized expertise you don’t have—and don’t have
the time or inclination to learn

Will cost you less to pay someone to do than doing a task
yourself

Do not directly make you money 



The final reason that many people put it off: 
 Fear of managing a team. 

You’ve got two options here, both of them easy.

Start small.
Add one team member at a time,

outsourcing one area of your

business at a time and building

up experience working with

another person.

Hire a Project Manager 

to manage the team for you. 



A Project Manager is a
great choice when:

You are going to be juggling
multiple team members
You are going to be
handling multiple projects



WHAT YOU CAN DO TO FIX THINGS



Close your calendar. 

Triage your to-do list. 

Touch base with your VIP clients and let them

know you will be back on track ASAP. 

Decide what your biggest hurdle is right now;

then craft an ad or reach out to colleagues for

recommendations for your first team hire. 

Take the weekend off. 



Next, assess your outsourcing needs.

Work on your list while you are:

Tracking your hours and time (using an
app like Clockify)

Keeping a daily journal of what you do,
every minute of every day.

 



Color-code your daily activities at the end of
each day (or as you go). Use different-colored
highlighters to create an instant visual
identification system for yourself on whether
or not an activity is regular and repetitive …
or a one-time exception. 



In this example, yellow stands for RECURRING

bright green stands for MONEY-MAKING



This all-important journal record will help you
instantly differentiate which business activities:

Directly make you money

Don’t make you any money at all

Are repetitive and recurring

Are one-time (or so infrequent as to

count as one-time)

You could consider outsourcing to someone

who charges less than you do for their

services



If you don’t like jotting down things by hand, do your
journaling digitally, using an online journal, app or a

simple MS word table. Like this: 



One-time or infrequent tasks you could outsource
Tasks or responsibilities which would make you more
money to assign to a regular team member
How many areas of your business could be
outsourced
How many team members you need
Whether or not you need to outsource personal
errands and tasks

That’s why it’s a good idea to time-track and
journal first … and then decide:



Let me introduce you to Trello



Set start and finish dates for each task
or project

Instantly assign urgency or importance

Track the actual amount of time it took
to finish a task or project. 

Change viewing styles

It also allows you to: 



Invest the time now in
analyzing your business

activities—take a week or
two to really journal and
track every daily activity,
no matter how frivolous
or insignificant it seems. 



You have to get into the head space of outsourcing
—always asking yourself, “Will this give me a

positive R.O.I?”

Sometimes the answer is 

“no—but it’s worth outsourcing it to lift stress off my

back and help me focus better at what I do well”.



What to outsource

What to pay and what budget to set

Which task or area of your business you need to

outsource first

Whether or not you need a team 

When you are likely to need one

How many expert contractors you are likely to need

This will give you the confidence to make clear-
headed decisions about:



Because your contractor can count on you for a set number of
hours and income per month, she will give you priority over
one-off clients. 

You won’t have to explain tasks or project needs over and over
again. 

You are not technically an employer, so you don’t have to deal
with benefits, insurance or income tax issues for employees. 

Here are three major benefits:



So, start one step at a time. 

Journal and track your time, decide on your
outsourcing priorities, and hire your first outsourcing
contractor to perform a small task for you.

Check references, of course, and be sure to make notes
on the experience.



 

Introducing…
 

  Automation & Systems: How to
Leverage the Power of Tools and Team
to Free Up Your Time to Do More of the

Things You Love
 

Starting August 15th



When you purchase, you’ll receive a training and

workbook walking you step-by-step through how to

automate or delegate (almost) everything in your

business, from lead generation to testimonial gathering.

Picture this…

Here’s what you’ll learn to leverage with
each module:



✓ You have a streamlined process and system for

everything and a killer cast of team members on

board to make it all work flawlessly

✓ Your clients are finally being treated like the

royalty they are (with LESS WORK on your end!)

✓ You have plenty of time, creativity and space to

work on the goals and projects that’ll move your

business forward

 

✓ You’re not constantly stressing about everything

that has to get done every day (because it’s all

happening behind-the-scenes–sometimes on

autopilot and sometimes with minimal input from

you)



✓ You have support with every part of
your business that you don’t enjoy
✓ You have more time now than you’ve
ever had–not only to focus on your
clients, but also just to BE
Sound good?
You DO have the power to run a
streamlined, smooth-as-butter business
and do only the work (and other
activities) you love.



Learning Objectives: Pinpoint the best place for
you to start your team building and outsourcing

BONUS Group Class: 
How to Figure Out What Kind of Support You Really

Need

Find your genius zone—and face (and conquer) your procrastination demons
How to determine who to hire first—and why
What you are paying for—Exactly what level of expert do you need?
Drawbacks and advantages to four types of outsourcing you need to consider
What to keep—and why you should keep it
What to expect in results—and what to avoid



Take the learning curve out of creating systems and
delegating
Know exactly what to tell your team/assistant when
assigning tasks and duties
Save yourself a lot of money by setting things up right, from
the word go
Create dynamic, profitable, and money-making systems

If you are ready to learn how to.… 



The Digital Makeover Community 
is a community of small business owners looking to stand out and

create a transformational system in their business so that they can be
profitable? 

We are on a mission to help 10,000 Bold business owners
become profitable in their business. 



Access to the Digital Makeover Community (Facebook
page)
A Business Setup Guide
2 Automation templates to set up and implement in your
business right away
3 Funnel Systems you can immediately capitalize on and
start making sales automatically
Hire my VA for 2hrs per month
Graphics
Social Strategy
Assisting with creating a business process
Ask Tolu Option in the program or on Facebook. 

Price is $125 monthly

The Digital
Makeover

Community
Membership

includes:

http://digitalmakeover.aceitdigital.ca/community



STRATEGY SESSION

Add a one time
1-1 90 mins client

paced strategy
session for

 $175

Add-on a 6
Weeks client

paced Strategy
Session. 

$949

Let us zoom into your
business to customize a
tech solution that will

increase sales and elevate
your business both online

and offline. Let's get selling
because sales is the lifewire

of your business.



1-1 implementation 
3 months
3 systems

Let’s implement for you. 

$2999
We get down to business here and do it

for you



For help with building any system,

contact tolu@aceitdigital.ca or visit www.

aceitdigital.ca to book a session


